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Launch of Tunnel Boring Machines

Mu Gui-ying

&
▲ “Nu-wa” is the first TBM to start work for the SCL.

The first SCL Tunnel Boring
Machine (TBM), “Nu-wa”
was launched in August for
the construction of railway
tunnels from Diamond Hill
to Ma Chai Hang.
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Another TBM named “Mu
Gui-ying” will also get to
work in the third quarter
of this year to construct the
tunnels from Kai Tak works
site to Diamond Hill.
▲ The fabrication of “Mu Gui-ying” was carried out at

Tsing Yi shipyard in Hong Kong, making it the first
TBM to be assembled in Hong Kong.

▲ As the TBM is huge in size, its components were

▲ The Projects Team invited Wong Tai Sin District Council

delivered late at night from the Kai Tak development
area to the works site with a police escort.

members of the SCL Task Force to inspect the works
site for a better understanding of TBM structure and
operations.

▲ The components of “Mu Gui-ying” were delivered

Railway Knows It All – Tradition of TBM Naming
According to tunneling tradition,
a TBM is given a lady’s name to
bring good luck for the project
ahead. The MTR Corporation
organised the “SCL TBM Naming
Competition” last year and over
7,000 secondary and primary
school students participated in
the competition. Seven names
were finally selected out of
more than 30,000 entries by the
judging panel for the SCL’s TBMs, namely
“Nu-wa”, “Mu Hui-ying”, “Princess Iron Fan”,
“Princess Wencheng”, “Zhu-nu”, “Yang Yuhuan” and “Athena”.

to the shaft at Kai Tak development area in May this
year to prepare for the
tunnel boring works.

◄ The name “Nu-wa” for the Wong Tai Sin Section

reflects how the TBM can help construct a new
tunnel and create a new world of railways, in the
same way that Nu-wa perfected the wall of heaven
and created a world for humans, according to
Chinese mythology.

► The SCL TBM Naming Competition was held in June

this year. Mr KS Yeung, Chief Engineer of Railway
Development Office, Highways Department (4th
right), and Dr Philco Wong, MTR Projects Director –
Designate (1st right) joined the winners on stage.

Diamond Hill Station Extension and
Modification Works
Station modification works are underway in the existing Diamond Hill
Station, including for new lifts and escalators, slab reinforcement and
electrical & mechanical (E&M) works. The contractor is also carrying out
jack-arch wall strengthening works to prepare for the linking of the
existing station to the extended part of the station. The diaphragm wall
for the extended station has almost been completed and the first phase
of excavation works for the station box has also commenced.

▲ Luen Yee Road has been temporarily diverted since June

this year, with a covered temporary footpath provided
for pedestrians.

▲ Sheet piling and excavation will be carried out soon at

the works site near Exit A1 for lift installation.

▲ The contractor is carrying out jack-arch wall strengthening

works at the southern concourse of Diamond Hill Station.

Heritage and Tree Preservation
To facilitate the construction works, two Chinese
banyan trees located at the former Tai Hom Village
required transplantation. As the trees are huge in size,
the project team and arborists took more than a year
to implement a comprehensive transplantation plan.
A cabling system was used to hold the branches so as to
reduce the amount of swing and avoid damage caused
by any collisions between branches. To maintain the
integrity and symmetrical tree form, two big crawler
cranes were utilised in the lifting operation and the
trees were finally transplanted successfully.
▲ The temporary storage compounds for the former

Royal Airforce Hangar and the Old Pillbox provide
proper protection for the heritage structures with
appropriate covers and ventilation facilities.

In addition, the former Royal Airforce Hangar and the
Old Pillbox were dismantled and relocated in June and
November 2013 respectively. Both of them are now
properly stored in temporary storage compounds at
the works site.

▲ The two Chinese banyan trees were

relocated to an area far away from major
works to ensure that they would not be
affected by the SCL project.

The tunnel boring work in the Wong Tai Sin section has officially commenced. In this developed and densely populated district, using
TBMs for tunnel construction not only helps to minimise road surface works but also helps to reduce dust and noise nuisance when
compared with the cut and cover construction method since most of the works take place underground. Previous similar works have
shown that TBMs create minimal vibration at ground level, and people are not aware of any vibration even when the machines pass
beneath them. As such, the use of TBMs significantly helps to minimise impacts on the environment and traffic conditions.
During the works period, the project team will maintain close communications with local communities and residents’ representatives to
listen to their concerns and try to make appropriate adjustments to the works. The SCL project runs through numerous developed areas
in Hong Kong Island, Kowloon and New Territories and the project faces different challenges for each section. Despite the challenges, the
project team is continuing to overcome difficulties that arise and develop mitigation measures accordingly. Updated information on the
project’s progress will be provided to the public in a timely manner through different channels.

Philco Wong

Projects Director – Designate
MTR Corporation
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Reopening of Lawn at Ma Chai Hang
Recreation Ground
Diaphragm wall construction for the shaft at the Ma Chai Hang Recreation
Ground works site was completed in May this year. The shaft excavation is
anticipated to start in the forth quarter of 2014. The reprovisioning of part
of the lawn at the Ma Chai Hang Recreation Ground has been completed
with benches and footpath provided. The relevant facilities were opened
to the public in mid-May this year.

▲ Advance works for shaft excavation are in progress at Ma

Chai Hang works site.

► Part of the lawn at Ma Chai Hang Recreation Ground

has been opened to the public.

First Section of Covered Walkway in
Fung Tak Road Opens
The Corporation has been pressing full steam ahead with the improvements
works on pedestrian link facilities in Tsz Wan Shan. In July this year,
a section of the covered walkway along the northern footpath of
Fung Tak Road was opened to the public. Tsz Wan Shan is a densely
populated area, and works sites are located close to residential blocks,
schools and community facilities. Taking into consideration potential
impacts on residents and the environment, construction methods for
some of the facilities and the related temporary traffic management
schemes have been revised to address concerns expressed by the
local community. As a result, some of the facilities may take a longer
time to build than previously expected. The programme and works
arrangements are currently under review to catch up with the works
schedule. Work on facilities unaffected by these changes will be
completed as soon as possible.
► The major structure of a section of the covered walkway in Fung Tak Road has been completed

and is one of first batch of pedestrian facilities opened for public use under the SCL project.

▲ Construction of the major structures for the footbridge at Yuk

Wah Street northern footpath is underway.
▲ Foundation works are underway at Tsz Wan Shan Estate Central

Playground and the footpath junction at Wan Wah Street and Wai
Wah Street.

Shatin to Central Link
Archeological survey at To Kwa
Wan Station site

Wong Tai Sin Section

An archaeological survey-cum-excavation at the To Kwa
Wan Station works site was completed at the end of 2013 as
per the recommendation of the Approved Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) Report of the SCL Project. With an
interim report on the findings submitted to the Antiquities
and Monuments Office (AMO), an extended survey beyond
the designated area in the EIA report was conducted
thereafter upon the request of the AMO. It is estimated
that the extended survey could be completed in the third
quarter of 2014.
As some of the archaeological survey is still ongoing, the
programme of the SCL will inevitably be affected. The
Corporation understands the concerns expressed by the
public about the archaeological survey, which will continue
along with the construction works according to the advice
and suggestions of the AMO and the archaeological
specialists. As the survey is still in progress, the full extent
of its impact to the programme is yet to be determined.

▲ The archaeological study at To Kwa Wan Station site is still underway,
and is anticipated to be completed in the third quarter of 2014.

Community Liaison
Celebrating Festivals
with Elders
The SCL Wong Tai Sin Section Projects
Team maintains close communications
with the community. To celebrate
the Lunar New Year and the Dragon
Boat Festival, the team, together
with contractors VINCI Construction
Grands Projets and Chun Wo – SELI
Joint Venture, visited the Ho Yam
Care and Attention Home for the
elderly (an elderly home sponsored
by Sik Sik Yuen) and Rhythm Garden
Lutheran Centre for the elderly. The
team introduced the SCL and shared
the festive joy with more than
100 senior citizens through doing ▲ The Projects Team and the contractor visit the Ho Yam Care and
Attention Home for the elderly (an elderly home sponsored by Sik
exercise, playing games and singing
Sik Yuen).
songs. Gift packs were distributed to
the elders as a token of gratitude.

▲ The contractor’s representatives lead the elders from the
Rhythm Garden Lutheran Centre to do exercises.

Introducing Improvement Works to Pedestrian Link
Facilities to Residents in Tsz Wan Shan
The Projects Team visited Lok Kwan Social Service Tsz Wan Shan Centre on
25 April to introduce the improvement works on pedestrian link facilities to
residents in Tsz Wan Shan district and to answer questions from the residents.
The residents expressed their desire for the provision of the new facilities for
their convenience.
► The Projects Team explains the pedestrian facilities

that are under construction in the district. The
residents are looking forward to the new facilities.

For enquiries, please call :

MTR Projects
Hotline:

2993 3333

Calls will be transferred to a voice mailbox when the lines
are busy or after office hours. Please leave your message
and we will contact you as soon as possible.

Office Hours
Monday to Friday
8:30am - 6:00pm

Saturday
8:30am - 1:00pm
(Except public holidays)

Shatin to Central Link Website:

www.mtr-shatincentrallink.hk

